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WARRANTY
Metaformix warrants that MetaForms software performs in accordance with the product documentation for a
period of 30 days from the date of delivery of the software keys, when the product is used in accordance
with the documentation. When software keys have not been delivered, the software is deemed to be
operating under an evaluation license. In this case, no warranty is provided, either expressed or impllied.
Metaformix Information Systems Inc. disclaims all other warranties, either expressed or implied. In
no event shall Metaformix be liable for any incidental or consequential damages resulting from use
of MetaForms, including any harm, damage or loss of data resulting from use of the software.
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METAFORMIX INFORMATION SYSTEMS INC. END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT

IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY:
Thls End User License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal agreement
between you (either as an individual or a single entity)
("Licensee") and the manufacturer ("Licensor") with which
Licensee acquired the Metaformix software product(s)
("Software").
This agreement is only binding once a request for license keys for
the Software has been received from you by Metaformix. A
request for license keys indicates your acknowledgement of the
terms of this agreement. In the absense of a request for license
keys, the Software is deemed to have been provided under an
evaluation license only. No warranty, expressed or implied,
applies to evaluation software. See section 9, below, for more
regarding evaluation software.
The Software includes the software, the assoclated media, any
printed material, any "online" or electronic documentation and any
third party software included therewith. By installing, copying or
otherwise using or distributing the Software, Licensee agrees to
be bound by the terms of this EULA. If you do not agree to the
terms of this EULA and are unwilling to purchase a license for the
Software, you may use or copy the Software for evaluation
purposes only.

SOFTWARE LICENSE
The Software, all documentation and associated materials are
protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties as
well as other intellectual property laws and treaties. The Software
is licensed, not sold. Unlicensed copies of the software may be
made or distributed by Licensee. Copies of the Software license
keys may not be made or distributed without the prior written
consent of Metaformix.
1. Scope of Rights Granted
(a) Licensor grants licensee a right to load, store, execute, copy or
distribute the object code version of the Software limited to its
internal business use and on the platform, number of servers and
processors licensed at the time of license purchase.
(b) Licensee obtains no right, title or interest in the Software or
any of the associated materials, or any right, title or interest to any
intellectual property rights in the Software, other than as expressly
set forth in this Agreement. Title in and full ownership of the
Software and any and all materials relating to the Software and
supplied to Licensee by Licensor shall remain in Licensor and its
suppliers.
(c) To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Licensee
and its employees shall not reverse engineer, decompile, or
disassamble the Software or take any other steps to discover the
trade secrets or confidential information in the Software.
(d) Licensee may make copies of the Software or associated
documentation for any purpose pertaining to its use within
Licensee's organization. However, Licensee may not copy or
redistribute Software license keys, or disclose Software license
keys to any other third party unless specifically contracted to do so
by Licensor. Licensee may make copies of the Software or
associated documentation for distribution outside Licensee's
organization, so long as Metaformix is identified as the sole owner
and Licensor of the Software and associated documentation, and
this EULA is distributed with it in its entirety.

2. Licencee's Obligations
(a) For the rights granted under this Agreement, Licensee shall
pay the licensing fees for the use of the Software (all applicable
sales, exports, duties and similar taxes and or fees shall be paid
by the licensee). Paying the licensing fees shall grant to the
Licensee the right to apply licensing keys to the software
according to the terms of use attached to the purchase order or
other contract.
(b) Licensee shall keep the Software license keys confidential and
shall use the same degree of care as it employs for its own
confidential and trade secret information, being, in any event, a
high degree of care.
(c) Licensee may obtain support and Software updates by
purchasing the Licensor's annual maintenance program
("Maintenance"). Licensee acknowledges that it has been offered
such Maintenance.
3. Payment
Licensor will invoice Licensee upon shipment of the Software
license keys to Licensee. Licensor reserves the right to terminate
this EULA, as set out in section 4 below, if Licensee fails to pay for
the Software license. In the case of Maintenance, Licensor may
suspend such services if the Licensee fails to make payments
when due. In accordance with the terms herein all amounts due
Licensor are due and payable upon receipt of Licensor's invoice.
Accounts not paid within 30 days bear interest at the rate of 11/2% per month or part thereof. The Software license purchase
price is exclusive of freight, insurance, brokerage fees and any
federal, provincial, state, municipal and other govarnment, excise,
sales, use, customs, value added or other taxes, fees or duties
now in force or enacted in the future, including all taxes in
connection with the use, ownership, rental and licensing of
computer programs, but excluding taxes measured by Licensor's
net income. Licensee agrees to pay on or before their due dates
all such taxes, fees, duties and charges. In the event Licensor is
required at any time to pay such taxes, fees, duties or charges,
licensee will promptly reimburse Licensor. The shipping terms
shall be FOB shipping point.
4. Termination
Without prejudice to any other rights, Licensor may terminate this
EULA if Licensee fails to comply with the terms and conditions of
this EULA. In such event, Licensee must destroy all copies of the
Software license keys. Licensee shall additionally provide
Licensor with such reasonable evidentiary information and
material needed to enable Licansor to satisfy itself as to such
removal and destruction of the Software license keys.
5. Warranties, Indemnities, and Limitations of Liability
(a) Licensor warrants that (i) the media on which the Software is
distributed shall be free from defects in materials and
workmanship under normal use for a period of sixty (60) days from
the date of delivery of the Software license keys; and (ii) unless
altered or changed by someone other than Licensor, the Software
shall perform substantially in accordance with the Licensor's
accompanying documentation for a period of thirty (30) days from
the date of delivery of the Software license keys.
(b) Licensor shall offer replacement media, for any defective
media, without charge. In lieu of replacement media, Licensee
may elect to receive replacement copies via electronic download.
If the Software does not perform to the limited warranty in Section
5(a)(ii), Licensor's entire liability and Licensee's sole and exclusive
remedy shall be, at the licensor's option, either to (i) correct the
error, (ii) help the Licensee work around or avoid the error, or (iii)
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refund the purchase price for the Software license paid by the
Licensee.
(c) THE LICENSOR WARRANTS THAT ALL REASONABLE
CARE IN REMOVING SOFTWARE DEFECTS FROM THE
SOFTWARE AND ACCOMPANYING DOCUMENTATION HAS
BEEN UNDERTAKEN. LICENSOR DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR THOSE
ARISING BY LAW, STATUTE, USAGE OF TRADE OR COURSE
OF DEALING. LICENSOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATION
WITH RESPECT TO THE ADEQUACY OF THE SOFTWARE
FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR WITH RESPECT TO
ITS ADEQUACY TO PRODUCE ANY PARTICULAR RESULT.
LICENSOR SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR LOSS OR DAMAGE
ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT OR THE USE OF THE
SOFTWARE BY THE LICENSEE.
(d) In the event that the Licensee discovers a virus and it is
confirmed by Licensor that the computer virus came from the
Software, the Software media shall be deemed defective, and a
clean copy shall be provided, free of charge.
(e) IN NO EVENT, INCLUDING TERMINATION OF THIS
AGREEMENT, SHALL LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES OF ANY KIND ARISING OUT OF THE DELIVERY,
PERFORMANCE OR USE OF THE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF THE
LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF SUCH DAMAGES. IN NO
EVENT SHALL THE LICENSOR'S LIABILITY FOR ANY CLAIM,
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR ANY OTHER THEORY
OF LIABILITY, EXCEED THE FEES PAID BY LICENSEE FOR
THIS LICENSE.
(f) Licensor shall indemnify and hold harmless Licensee for any
liability for infringement of any United States or Canadian patent,
copyright, or trade secret rights of and due to a third party caused
solely by the use ot the Software in accordance with the
Software's documentation provided that (i) the infringement is not
caused by the combination of the Software with any other item not
provided by the Licensor, including but not limited to softwere,
data, or hardwere, (ii) Licensee promptly notifies Licensor in
writing within ten (10) days of Licensee's first knowiedge of a
charge of infringement of patent, copyright, or trade secret rights
by another party, and (iii) Licensee agrees to allow Licensor to
fully control any litigation and settlement of such infringement
charges provided any such settlement does not require the
Licensee to make any payment. Should any portion of the
Software or its intended use become, or in Licensor's opinion be
likely to become, the subject of a claim of infringement of a United
States or Canadian patent, copyright, or other propriatary right,
Licensor shall procure for Licensee the right to continue using the
Software or shall replace or modify it without reasonable
degradation in functionalily to make it non-infringing. If neither of
these solutions is reasonably available as determined by the
Licensor in its absolute discretion, Licensor shall refund the
unamortized portion of the license fee paid by Licensee for use of
the Software, based on a five year straight line amortization.
Licensor liability to the Licensee in the event of infringement or
claimed infringement shall be strictly limited to the obligations set
forth in this Section 5(f).
6. Government End Users - Restricted Rights Legend
If the Software is acquired directly or indirectly on behalf of a unit
or agency of the United States Government, this provision applies.
For civilian agencies: the Software was developed at private
expense and is "restricted computer software" submitted with
restricted rights. In accordance with subparagraphs (a) through
(d) of the Commercial Computer Software - Restricted Rights
clause of FAR 52227.19 and its successors; and it is unpublished
and all rights are reserved under the copyright laws of the United
States. For units of the Dapartment ot Defense (DoD) the
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Software is licensed only with "Restricted Rights" as that term is
defined in the DoD Supplement to the FAR, clause 252227.7013
(c)(1)(ii) (Oct 1988), Rights in Technical Data and Computer
Software and its Successors (including clause 252.227.
7014(b)(3) (1994)), and use, duplication or disclosure is subject to
the restrictions set forth therein.
7. Applicable Law
Unless indicated otherwise under the warranty section of the
applicable territory, this EULA is governed by the laws of British
Columbia, Canada. Each of the parties hereto irrevocabiy agrees
to the jurisdiction of British Columbia, Canada, and further agrees
to commence any litigation which may arise hereunder in the
courts localed in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. This
EULA will not be governed by the United Nations Convention of
Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, the application of
which is expressly excluded. Licensee shall comply with all US,
Canadian, foreign and local export laws and regulations.
8. General Provisions
The Software may contain software or other materiais licensed or
resold from third parties. The End User License Agreements or
other Agreements of third-party software manufacturers are not
altered nor superceded by this EULA. In no event shall
Metaformix be liable for any incidental or consequential damages
resulting from use of third-party software or materials, including
any harm, damage or loss of data resulting from use of the thirdparty software. Licensee hereby grants to Licensor the right to
disclose and use Licensee's name and the nature of this
Agreement in Licensor's press releases and other promotional
activities. All trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. This Agreement sets forth the entire agreement and
understanding of the parties with respect to the subject matter
hereof, and supersedes all prior oral and written agreements and
understandings relating thereto. Any preprinted terms and
conditions on the front or back of any purchase order are hereby
rejected. Neither party shall be bound by or be liable for any
alleged representation, promise, inducement or statement of
intention not set forth herein and no waiver, alteration,
modification, or cancellation of any of the provisions ot this
Agreement shall be binding unless made in writing and signed by
the parties.
9. Evaluation
Notwithstanding the above, if the Software has been provided to
you for evaluation purposes only the following will apply. Use of
the Software is specifically limited to evaluation. You may
continue to use the Software without a Software license key, but
the operation of the Software may be affected by doing so. You
may elect to purchase a license for continued use of the Software
subject to the terms and conditions above.

METAFORMIX INFORMATION SYSTEMS INC.
1105-4960 Sanders Street
Burnaby, BC V5H 1S9 CANADA
Phone: 604 943 3835
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1
Introduction
MetaForms Integrated XML Publishing Intranet Suite is a document management, publishing
and assembly system that allows you to manage and build complex PDF documents. MetaForms
is accessed through a web browser - there is no separate software to install on your PC.
This chapter gives you a general overview of some of the more important aspects of MetaForms.
For a general quick reference and walk-through of MetaForms features, see this guide's
companion document: An Introduction to MetaForms

MetaForms Components
There are several components that make up MetaForms:
♦ MetaForms software
♦ Web server software
♦ TopLeaf XML Composition Software
♦ Document assembly and production software
♦ The server where these components are installed
♦ The web browser software installed on your computer (e.g., Internet Explorer)
MetaForms implements document management and production functions, provides web pages
accessed through your browser, and sends requests to, and receives replies from, the other
software components installed on the server. In order to use MetaForms, you must be provided
with access to the system by your MetaForms administrator.
The web server software manages the flow of communication between the web browser and the
MetaForms software. It also provides security to the server so that only valid users can connect
to the server.
TopLeaf XML Composition Software provides high-performance page composition of XML
documents. While MetaForms permits additional documents to be managed and maintained by
the system, its XML publishing component relies on TopLeaf for the publishing of XML
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documents. Most of the TopLeaf requests from MetaForms are sent to TopLeaf through
XMLComposer. XMLComposer runs as a service on the web server.
A variety of document assembly and production software components may also be utilized by
MetaForms. For example, assembly of complex PDF documents into single, continuous
documents, can be done easily by using MetaForms's WebBooks features. MetaForms also
contains components for automatically printing Word and Excel files so that these can be merged
into a single, larger PDF documents. In this case, Word and Excel may also be installed on the
MetaForms server.
The web browser software is your entry point to MetaForms. All user functions are accessed
through web pages delivered from the MetaForms software to your browser.

Logging In
Once you have logged in to your PC, no additional login information is required.
You log in to MetaForms by entering the address to MetaForms in your web browser's "Address"
field. This address is a combination of a number of elements, just as any web address is. Your
MetaForms administrator provides you with the address. In general, it will look something like
this:
http://yourserver/metaforms/metaforms.exe
This takes you immediately to the main "browse" screen.
[Note: if you receive a prompt to log in, this comes from your web server software. It indicates
that your Windows login has not been given access to the MetaForms server. In this case, you
should contact your MetaForms administrator to gain the proper access.]
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2
General Features
MetaForms is designed to be very simple to use. If you have browsed the World Wide Web with
a web browser, you already know how to use MetaForms's general features.
The illustration below shows the different areas of the MetaForms Browse page. The top banner
provides for easy repository navigation. Immediately below the banner, the "New" menu lets you
add files, folders and other MetaForms objects to the repository in the currently displayed
repository location. The middle area of the page shows the contents of the current repository
location. Each object in the repository has a set of functions that can be executed. For example,
folders can be browsed, zipped, moved, or renamed, and documents can be edited.
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MetaForms Toolbar
The MetaForms toolbar gives you access to a variety of display options while browsing the
repository. Click on the MetaForms logo in the top-left corner of the browser window to display
the toolbar. Clicking it again hides the toolbar.
The available features are described below.

- Language
The language selector is used to set the user interface language for MetaForms. The system
administrator can add languages to the system. Each instance of MetaForms can have a default
language. You can select from any of the languages available, or select "System Default" to
select the default language (normally English).

- Help
Access the available help files from the Help selector. Help is available for MetaForms as well as
TopLeaf.

- Color Scheme
You can choose from a variety of color schemes for your MetaForms interface.

- Sort Order
How items are displayed while browsing the repository can be selected. You can sort
alphabetically, either ascending or descending, by modified date (ascending or descending), or
by creation date (ascending or descending).
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- Search
If repository indexing has been enabled by your MetaForms administrator, you can search for
items in the repository by name, file type, or content. See the section on searching, later in this
guide.

Repository Browsing
The MetaForms repository is the area where all documents and other files are stored and
managed by MetaForms.
Every user has a repository home location assigned to them. It may also be the case that many, or
all, MetaForms users share the same repository. When you first access MetaForms through you
web browser, the web page displays the contents of your repository home. The upper-right
corner of the page identifies your location within the repository. When you are at the highest
level, it indicates the "home" icon ( ).
When you click on a folder name, you are directed inside that folder, and the web page refreshes
to display that folder's contents. The MetaForms banner at the top of the web page also updates
to show your new location within the repository. Each time you click on the name of a folder
displayed in the web page, you are navigating deeper into the repository.

When there are more items in a folder than can be displayed within the web page, the item list
can be scrolled using the inner scroll bar to show additional items. (When accessing MetaForms
through a browser on a touch-screen device, the scroll bar may not be displayed. The list remains
scrollable, however.)
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You can return to a higher level in the repository by clicking on that segment of the repository
location shown in the top banner. You can jump easily from a deep level to a high level, just by
clicking on that name.
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Repository Contents
MetaForms can manage any type of file, regardless of whether it is an image file, a word
processing file, or a web page. When you browse the repository, a variety of icons are used to
represent the type of object associated with the name next to it.
In addition to files, MetaForms also manages folders, and a number of types of containers
specifically related to TopLeaf XML Composition Software
You may notice any of the following container types while browsing the repository:
♦ Department Folders and Generic Folders:
TopLeaf's publication structure is set up
with a "department" at the highest level. There is no difference between a TopLeaf
department folder and a regular folder within MetaForms. By convention, your repository
home will normally only contain department folders.
♦ Publication Folders: A publication folder is the highest level folder in TopLeaf that
can contain document chapters. You cannot create or manage a TopLeaf document that
does not reside within a publication folder.
♦ Partitions: TopLeaf Partitions represent the document level within TopLeaf. There are
two types of partitions within TopLeaf: loose-leaf ( ) and regular ( ). A TopLeaf
loose-leaf partition allows life-cycle management of the printed pages within the
document. A regular partition allows life-cycle management of the document only.
Some container objects are actually special file types. These include:
♦ MetaForms WebBooks
♦ Zip Files

, and

.

A WebBook is a collection of other files within the MetaForms repository that can be assembled
into a single PDF document. A zip file is a compressed file that contains folders and files, and
provides convenient movement of files and folders in and out of the MetaForms repository.
Application files are not normally displayed unless the "Show Files" selection menu is set to
"All". These files are stored with a generic file icon:
Popular graphics file formats (.bmp, .gif, .tif, .jpg) are stored with a generic image file icon:
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Some application files have greater importance to MetaForms, in that they can be combined in
WebBooks, or are generated through a WebBook. In these instances, these files are displayed
when "Show Files" is set to "Default". These include:
♦ Adobe PDF (.pdf) files:
♦ Adobe PostScript (.ps) files:
XML ( ), XSL (

and ZIP ( ) files are also displayed when "Show Files" is set to "Default".

Everything listed in a repository folder is either a container object (folders, publications, books)
or a file (documents, images, WebBooks, and zip files).
As you already know, by clicking on a folder name you browse the folder's contents. But when
you click on a file name, different responses may occur depending on what the file type is, and
how your browser has been configured.
In the case of image files, these will usually simply be displayed in your web browser. You will
need to click the web browser's "Back" button to return to the folder where the image is stored.
In the case of files such as PDFs, clicking on the name of the file may start up Adobe Acrobat if
it is installed in your machine. If the appropriate application is not installed, you may be
presented with an option to download the file to your computer.
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Status Information
You can quickly review certain status information on any of the items listed in a MetaForms
browse page. Depending on whether the object listed is a container or a file, different
information is listed:
♦ Folders and Publications: The status region of the browse page shows the number of
items listed in the folder. Two item counts are shown. The first is for items which are
visible to you when you browse into that folder. This is the number of items contained in
the folder when "Show Files" is set to "All". The second is for items which are not visible
to you under any circumstances. These are system-generated files, and will always
remain hidden to you. MetaForms maintains a number of hidden items. For example,
each version of a file stored by MetaForms is counted as a hidden item. You cannot
directly access these files; instead, you have to use MetaForms functions to access them.
♦ Files: The status region of the browse page shows the last modified date and time
information for the file. Zip and WebBook files also show this information.

When a file has been checked out of MetaForms for editing, or is locked internally for
processing, the lock icon ( ) is also displayed on the status line.
TopLeaf Partitions (also called "books") have a very different status summary from files and
folders.
The status summary information shown on the browse page indicates the current update number,
the last published version number, the current update phase (one of INITIAL, UPDATE, or
PUBLISHED), and finally, composition status information. If the partition is being edited, the
lock icon is also displayed.
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A partition always has a circled question mark status icon ( ) beside it. This icon is
hyperlinked. Clicking on it redirects you to a detailed status page for the book.

Changing Partition Settings
You can change some settings on the partition status page. Settings that cannot be changed are
not editable.
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Transform
The Transform setting is used to enable or disable partition transformations, including HTML,
RTF and EPUB. This setting is normally enabled.
Show Composition Errors When Editing
If errors are produced when composing a partition, enabling this option will generate processing
instructions in the xml when you edit the partition. The PIs indicate where the error occured, and
the TopLeaf error that was generated. The PIs look similar to the following:
<?TLerror file="ob1.xml" line="6371" type="638" folio="32" ?>
This information may be useful in resolving the cause of the composition error.
Ignore Case in SGML
SGML is a case-sensitive markup language. To make the processing of SGML case-insensitve,
set this option. This option is ignored when processing XML markup.
Enable Debug Mode
This option produces additional logging information in the composition log for the partition
when it is typeset. This information can be useful when determining the cause of composition
errors.
Single Page Mode
TopLeaf normally composes files as if they are to be produced on double-sided output, such as
when a document will be printed. You can force TopLeaf to treat a partition as single-sided by
setting this option.
Edit Lock
To manually lock or unlock a partition flagged as being edit locked, you can change the setting
here. This is normally done from the partition's "Cancel Edit" function while browsing a
publication. You can invoke a lock here, without initiating a partion edit.
Save After Running Composition Engine
TopLeaf can automatically export transformed versions of a partition, as well as TOC, XREF or
index information, whenever a partition is composed. Set each transform/export type as required.
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Release Versions to Save
TopLeaf maintains prior versions of published partitions. The number of versions that are kept
can be changed here. The default is 3. Increasing this value results in more disk space being
used, but allows recovery of prior versions of the partition. This may be useful for publications
where rollback to older versions may be required.

Function Commands
Every object stored in a MetaForms repository has a variety of commands that can be performed
on it. For example, when you click on a folder's name, you are executing a "Browse" function on
that folder.
Some functions are available to all object types, while others are available only to specific types.
And, some functions may only be available under some circumstances, but not others. For
instance, if a file has been checked out for editing, then the "Edit" function is not available for
that file, but a "Submit" function becomes available, to allow you to return the file to the
repository.
You run a function by selecting it from the Choose... selection menu on the right-hand side of the
browse page

The table below summarizes the functions available to you while browsing a repository
container, for each object type.
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MetaForms Object Functions
Function

Available To

When

Purpose

Browse

Folders, Publications,
Partitions

Always

Change the repository
context to that object, and
list the contents.

Cancel

Partitions

Available to a partition
when the book is in the
"UPDATE" phase or
"PUBLISH" phase.

Cancels current phase.
E.g., if book is in
"UPDATE" phase, returns
book to previous
"PUBLISH" phase. If book
is in "PUBLISH" phase,
returns book to previous
"UPDATE" phase.

Cancel Edit

Partitions, files

Available when object is
locked.

Cancels an edit lock on a
file or partition checked
out for editing.

Compare

XML files.

Available when not
locked.

Compares the selected
file to another file, or
compares the XML files in
one folder with those in
another.

Compose

Partitions

Available when not
locked.

Process the book through
TopLeaf XML
Composition software.

Copy

All objects

Available when not
locked.

Make a copy of the object
in another location in the
repository. NOTE: This
option is not available on
partitions that have been
published.

Delete

All objects

Available to files when not
locked. Available to
folders when they contain
0 items.

Delete the object from the
repository. This action
cannot be undone.

Edit

Partitions, files,
WebBooks

Available when not
locked.

Initiate download of a
copy of the document to
the user's computer for
editing. For WebBooks,
open the WebBook editor
in the web browser (no
download).

— continued next page
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MetaForms Object Functions— continued
Function

Available To

When

Purpose

Move

All objects

Available when not
locked.

Move the object to
another location in the
repository. NOTE: This
option is not available on
partitions that have been
published.

New Update

Partitions

Available when not locked
and book is in the
"PUBLISHED" phase.

Create a new update.

Pre-Processor

Publications

Always

Define or cancel a preprocessor. When a preprocessor is defined, any
XML submitted to a
partition is processed
through the pre-processor
before being applied to
the partition.

Print

Partitions, WebBooks

Available always for
partitions.

Create a PDF of the
object.

Publish

Partitions, WebBooks

Available when not
locked, and when current
phase is "INITIAL" or
"UPDATE", and
composition has been
successful.

"Freezes" the update.
When publishing a
WebBook, only partitions
in WebBooks are
processed. Publishing a
WebBook also creates a
new update.

Rename

All objects

Available when not
locked.

Change the name of the
object. NOTE: This option
is not available on
partitions that have been
published.

Submit

Partitions, files

Available to a partition
when it is locked for
editing. Available to a file.

Return a checked-out file
to the repository. When a
file has not been checked
out for editing, the Submit
function adds a new
version of the file directly.
The previous version is
unaffected.

Submit to Partition

XML files

Available to an XML file
stored in the repository.

Allows selection of a
partition to which the XML
file will be sent.

— continued next page
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MetaForms Object Functions— continued
Function

Available To

When

Purpose

TOC

WebBooks and
partitions

Available to a WebBook
or partition when it is not
locked.

For WebBooks, this
command generates a
master Table of Contents
or Index for the TopLeaf
partitions in a WebBook.
For non-TopLeaf
documents in a WebBook,
a place-holder is inserted
into the generated TOC
file. For partitions, this
command generates a
Table of Contents or
Index file for the partition
from which the command
was run.

Transform

WebBooks and
partitions
(Administrators only)

Available to a WebBook
or partition when it is not
locked. Only available
when XMLComposer is
installed.

This command creates an
HTML or RTF copy of a
partition document. Each
partition listed in a
WebBook is processed.
Non-partition documents
in WebBooks are
disregarded. Transformed
output is deposited in the
XMLComposer output
folder. Custom transforms
may also be defined.

Unzip

Zip files.

Available when not
locked.

Extract the files in the zip
to the same location as
the zip. Files in the unzip
location newer than those
in the zip are never
overwritten.

Versions

Files

Available always.

Access MetaForms
version management for
the object.

Zip

Folders, Publications,
Partitions, WebBooks

Available when not
locked.

Create a compressed zip
file with the same name
as the object. A zipped
WebBook contains a zip
of every item listed in the
WebBook, in a single zip.
The full path of the files is
stored in the zip.

— continued next page
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MetaForms Object Functions— continued
Function

Available To

When

Purpose

Export Styles

Publications

Available when not
locked.

Create a compressed zip
file of the TopLeaf style
files in the publication.
The zip is placed in the
publication folder, and is
named according to the
publication's name, for
example:
"MyPub_Styles.zip".

Multi-Select Operations
When browsing a location in the repository, a check-box appears beside every item. You can
perform a function on multiple objects by clicking on the check-box. When a check-box is
selected, a function header appears above the browse list. If one or more selected items is a
partition, the "Compose", "Print", "Transform" and "WebBook" function buttons appear, as well
as the "Move" and "Delete" buttons.
Selecting a "Compose", "Print" or "Transform" multi-select function submits a job request to
XMLComposer. Periodically refresh the page to see the progress of the request.
When a "Move" or "Delete" multi-select function button is clicked, MetaForms sequentially
handles each selected item. A final report of the operation is displayed when all selected objects
have been processed.
If any of the selected items is a partition, you can create a WebBook quickly, just by clicking the
"WebBook" button. The WebBook appears in the same location as the partition(s) you selected.
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Creating New Items
You can create new items in the repository by choosing an item type from the New... selection
menu in the top right-hand corner of the MetaForms browse page.

The objects you can create vary with what type of container you are currently browsing. The
table below lists the types of items you can create, and where.
Creating Items
— continued next page
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Creating Items— continued
Item Type

Available In

Purpose

Department

Repository Home

Provides a top-level sub-folder where other folders and
files can be organized. For TopLeaf, a "Department" is a
top-level organizational tool for managing publications.

File

Any location except
the Repository
Home.

Provides a means for uploading a new file to MetaForms
into the repository location from which the function is run.

Folder

Any location except
the Repository
Home.

Provides a sub-folder where other folders and files can be
organized.

Partition

TopLeaf Publication
folders only.

Two types are possible: a loose-leaf partition, or a
standard partition. A partition usually represents a single
chapter in a larger work (a publication). A partition created
in a publication where other partitions reside is initialized
using the settings of the first partition found in the
publication. You cannot create a loose-leaf partition in a
publication containing standard partitions, nor can you
create a standard partition in a publication containing
loose-leaf partitions. If no other partition exists in the
publication, you can choose the partition type (loose-leaf
or standard).

Publication

Any location except
the Repository
Home.

Provides a sub-folder where partitions can be created.
Normally, the publication folder contains files necessary to
TopLeaf for composing partitions. Most publications are
built using TopLeaf XML Composition software directly,
not MetaForms. Styles from one publication can be zipped
and then moved to the new publication, where they can be
unzipped.

WebBooks

Any location except
the Repository
Home.

Provides a MetaForms WebBook object for managing the
assembly of multiple documents stored in the repository.
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3
Using MetaForms
The remainder of this guide details the procedures for each task.
Each of the chapters addresses a specific functional area:
♦ Managing Documents: This chapter describes the features and functions pertaining to
files and folders stored in the MetaForms repository.
♦ Managing Versions: This chapter describes the features pertaining specifically to the
management of file versions in MetaForms.
♦ Managing WebBooks: This chapter describes the features pertaining to MetaForms
WebBooks, for the assembly of larger PDFs from many separate documents.
♦ Managing TopLeaf Documents: This chapter describes the TopLeaf features available
through MetaForms, for the composition and management of TopLeaf partition
documents.
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4
Managing Documents
MetaForms provides simple document management features to manage access to documents.
This chapter details the procedures for managing documents and folders.
This chapter describes the features available to you for creating and maintaining documents and
folders in the MetaForms repository.

Create a Department or Other Folder
To create a department or other folder:
♦ Browse to a location in the MetaForms repository where you wish to create the folder. If
you wish to create a department, you must be located in the Repository Home.
♦ From the New... menu selection, choose one of "Folder", "Publication", or "Department".
(If you intend on creating a TopLeaf partition within a folder, you must choose
"Publication".)

♦ You are redirected to the "Add" page. Enter the name for the folder, department or
publication, and click "OK".
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At any time, you can click on the up-arrow in the top-right corner of the page to cancel the
current activity, and return to the previous screen.

Add a New File to the Repository
To add a new file to the repository:
♦ Browse to a location in the MetaForms repository where you wish to add the new file.
♦ From the New... menu selection, choose File.
♦ You are redirected to the "Add File" page.

♦ Click the Choose File button to open the file chooser window, and locate the file on your
computer you wish to add to the repository.
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♦ Select the file, and click "Open".
♦ Click OK on the "Add File" page.
At any time, you can click on the up-arrow in the top-right corner of the page to cancel the
current activity, and return to the previous screen.

Rename a File
To rename a file:
♦ Locate the file you wish to rename.
♦ From the Choose... menu selection, choose Rename.
♦ You are redirected to the "Rename" page.
♦ Enter the new name, and click "OK". Note that you cannot change a file extension (e.g.,
".txt", ".xml").
At any time, you can click on the up-arrow in the top-right corner of the page to cancel the
current activity, and return to the previous screen.

Rename a Folder
To rename a folder:
♦ Locate the folder you wish to rename.
♦ From the Choose... menu selection, choose Rename.
♦ You are redirected to the "Rename" page.
♦ Enter the new name, and click "OK".
At any time, you can click on the up-arrow in the top-right corner of the page to cancel the
current activity, and return to the previous screen.

Move a File
To move a file to a different location in the repository:
♦ Locate the file you wish to move.
♦ From the Choose... menu selection, choose Move.
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♦ You are redirected to the "Move" page.

♦ Click the "Browse" button to open the MetaForms selection browser.

♦ Navigate through the repository to choose the new location.
♦ Select the new location. The selection browser closes automatically.
♦ Click "Move" on the "Move File" page.
At any time, you can click on the up-arrow in the top-right corner of the "Move File" page to
cancel the current activity, and return to the previous screen.
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Move a Folder
To move a folder to a different location in the repository:
♦ Locate the folder you wish to move.
♦ From the Choose... menu selection, choose Move.
♦ You are redirected to the "Move" page.
♦ Click the "Browse" button to open the MetaForms selection browser.
♦ Navigate through the repository to choose the new location.
♦ Select the new location. The selection browser closes automatically.
♦ Click "Move" on the "Move Folder" page.
At any time, you can click on the up-arrow in the top-right corner of the "Move File" page to
cancel the current activity, and return to the previous screen.

Compare Two XML Files
MetaForms integrates with XIDE, the XML differencing program from MetaFormix and TurnKey Systems. When XIDE is installed, XML files will have the Compare function available,
unless they have been checked out for editing.
To compare one XML file to another:
♦ Locate the XML file you want to compare.
♦ From the Choose... menu selection, choose Compare. This file is considered the "old"
file.
♦ The "Compare" page opens.
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♦ Click the "Browse" button to open the MetaForms selection browser.
♦ Locate the second XML file to which you want to compare the first file, and click the
Select link. The selection browser closes automatically. The selected file is considered
the "new" file for the purposes of comparison.
♦ Click the Compare button to run the compare.
♦ When XIDE completes, the browser redirects to the location of the second file. The
output of the comparison is the same name as the second file, but with "DIFF_"
prepended to it.
If you run the comparison on the same files again, the output of the comparison is stored as a
new version.
The output from XIDE contains XML processing instructions (PIs) indicating where the
differences occur. TopLeaf styles can be set up to respond to these PIs, to indicate the differences
in the composed output.
NOTE: You cannot compare different versions of one XML file. To do so, you must save the
version you want to compare to your local machine, and add it back to MetaForms using a
different name.

Compare Two Folders
MetaForms integrates with XIDE, the XML differencing program from MetaFormix and TurnKey Systems. When XIDE is installed, XML files will have the Compare function available for
folders.
Folders to be compared should contain the same number of files, with the same names. The files
should all be XML files in each folder.
To compare one folder to another:
♦ Locate the first folder you want to compare.
♦ From the Choose... menu selection, choose Compare. This folder is considered to be the
one containing the "old" file.
♦ The "Compare" page opens.
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♦ Click the "Browse" button to open the MetaForms selection browser.
♦ Locate the second folder to which you want to compare the first folder, and click the
Select link. The selection browser closes automatically. The selected folder is considered
the "new" folder for the purposes of comparison.
♦ Click the Compare button to run the compare.
♦ When the compare completes, the browser redirects to the location of the second folder.
The output of the comparison is stored in a folder named "DIFFERENCE". Each file in
the "DIFFERENCE" folder has the same name as the second folder's files, but with
"DIFF_" prepended to it.
If you run the comparison on the same files again, the output of the comparison is stored as a
new version.
The output from XIDE contains XML processing instructions (PIs) indicating where the
differences occur. TopLeaf styles can be set up to respond to these PIs, to indicate the differences
in the composed output.
NOTE: Currently, you cannot compare different versions of one XML file. To do so, you must
save the version you want to compare to your local machine, and add it back to MetaForms using
a different name.

Copy a File
To copy a file to a different location in the repository:
♦ Locate the file you wish to copy.
♦ From the Choose... menu selection, choose Copy.
♦ You are redirected to the "Copy File" page.
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♦ Click the "Browse" button to open the MetaForms selection browser.

♦ Navigate through the repository to choose the new location.
♦ Select the new location. The selection browser closes automatically.
♦ Click "Copy" on the "Copy File" page.
At any time, you can click on the up-arrow in the top-right corner of the "Copy File" page to
cancel the current activity, and return to the previous screen.

Copy a Folder
To copy a folder to a different location in the repository:
♦ Locate the file you wish to copy.
♦ From the Choose... menu selection, choose Copy.
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♦ You are redirected to the "Copy Folder" page.
♦ Click the "Browse" button to open the MetaForms selection browser.
♦ Navigate through the repository to choose the new location.
♦ Select the new location. The selection browser closes automatically.
♦ Click "Copy" on the "Copy Folder" page. The copy is created
At any time, you can click on the up-arrow in the top-right corner of the "Copy Folder" page to
cancel the current activity, and return to the previous screen.
If the destination location is the same as the original location, the copy is named the same as the
original, but with "_Copy" appended to it, e.g., "MyFolder_Copy". You can rename the copy
after it has been created, if you wish.

Zip a Folder or WebBook
To create a zip file of a folder or WebBook:
♦ Locate the folder or WebBook you wish to zip.
♦ From the Choose... menu selection, choose Zip.
♦ The zip file is created in the same location as the folder or WebBook, with the same name
as the folder or WebBook.
A zip of a WebBook contains a complete collection of all the files in the WebBook, across
TopLeaf partitions and publications, as well as any individual documents that may be specified
in it. The files in the WebBook zip are stored with their full path information. A zip of a folder
contains only those files within that folder. Paths stored in zips of folders are relative to the
location where the zip was created.

Unzip a Zip File
You can unzip any zip to the same location as the zip. Unzipping never overwrites existing files
if the files are newer than those in the zip. When unzipping a WebBook, the full path is recreated
at the zip location. You must browse to the folder within the extracted paths to locate a specific
item.

Export Style Files
TopLeaf style files are always hidden in MetaForms, even if "Show Files" is set to "All" when
browsing. Style files reside in the publication folder. You can retrieve a publication's style files
by zipping them using the "Export Styles" commnand.
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To create a zip of a publication's style files:
♦ Locate the publication whose styles you wish to zip.
♦ From the Choose... menu selecction, choose Export Styles.
♦ The zip is placed within the selected publication., and is named according to the
publication name, e.g., "MyPublication_Styles.zip".

Delete a File
To delete a file from the MetaForms repository:
♦ Locate the file you wish to delete
♦ From the Choose... menu selection, choose Delete.
♦ You are asked to confirm the deletion.

♦ If you wish to delete the file, click "OK"; otherwise click "Cancel".
When a file is deleted, all versions associated with that file are also deleted.

Delete a Folder
To delete a folder from the MetaForms repository:
♦ Locate the folder you wish to delete.
♦ Delete all the items in the folder.
♦ From the Choose... menu selection, choose Delete.
♦ You are asked to confirm the deletion.
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♦ If you wish to delete the folder, click "OK"; otherwise click "Cancel".

Defining a Publication Pre-Processor
In the event an XML document requires some form of transformation before being composed by
TopLeaf, you can define a publication-level pre-processor that is run on any XML file submitted
to any partition in the publication.
Since the pre-processor is an external program, you must make sure that your pre-processor will
operate correctly on the kind of XML files sent to partitions in the publication, and that it will do
so on the MetaForms server. This will usually require the assistance of your system administrator
or IT group.
Once you have verified that the pre-processing program operates as required, it must be installed
on the MetaForms server, and must be callable from a command-line. It must not provide any
user interface options, and must be designed to operate as a batch-style program.
To define a pre-processor
♦ From the publication's Choose... menu, select Pre-Processor
♦ The Edit Pre-Processor page is displayed.
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♦ Enter the appropriate full path and command in the "Command:" field. Since the source
XML file to be pre-processed is not pre-determined, the "{SOURCEFILE}" token is used
to represent whichever XML file is being submitted to a TopLeaf partition. Similarly, the
"{OUTPUT}" token represents the name of the file to which the pre-processor is to write
output. This name is generated by MetaForms. The generated file is the file actually
submitted to the partition.
♦ If your pre-processor requires more arguments than the source and output file names,
place the arguments in the required sequence. Up to 10 arguments may be defined. The
illustration below shows what a pre-processor definition might look like.

Deleting a Pre-Processor Definition
To delete a preprocessor definition:
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♦ From the publication's Choose... menu, select Pre-Processor
♦ The Edit Pre-Processor page is displayed.
♦ Clear the "Command:" field completely.
♦ Click "Save".
♦ The pre-processor definition is deleted from the system.
Pre-processor definitions are not versioned.
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5
Managing Versions
When you edit a file stored in MetaForms, then submit it back to the repository, MetaForms
stores it as a new version. The previous version of the file is maintained within the repository.
MetaForms automatically stores a set number of file versions. Your MetaForms administrator
has configured the maximum number of versions when setting up MetaForms. When you store a
new version of a file, and the number of versions exceeds the maximum number set, the oldest
version in the repository is automatically deleted from the system. So, for example, if
MetaForms has been configured to store five versions, when you add a sixth version, the first
copy initially submitted to MetaForms is automatically removed.
By using the MetaForms version management functions, you can retrieve or delete any of the
versions stored in the repository.
To access the file version management features:
♦ Locate the file whose versions you want to manage.
♦ From the Choose... function menu, select Versions. You are redirected to the file versions
management page.
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Add a New Version Without Checking Out
To add a new version of a file without first having to check it out for editing:
♦ Locate the file which to which you want to supply a new version.
♦ From the Choose... function menu, select Submit.
♦ On the Add File page, click the Browse button and locate the file you wish to upload as
the new version.
♦ Click OK to upload the file.
NOTE: The name of the file you upload does not need to match the name of the file already
stored. Its name is automatically changed after uploading.

Delete a Version
To delete a specific version of a file:
♦ Access the file versions management page (see above).
♦ Locate the version of the file you wish to delete.
♦ Click the Delete button associated with the version you wish to delete.
♦ Confirm the deletion when prompted.
If you delete the Current version of a file, the next highest version in the list becomes the new
current version. If there is only a current version listed, clicking "Delete" has no effect.

Purge Versions
To purge all but a specific number of versions of a file:
♦ Access the file versions management page (see above).
♦ At the bottom of the page, enter the number of versions you wish to keep.
♦ Click OK
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6
Managing WebBooks
A WebBook is a special MetaForms file used for managing the association of many documents
and/or TopLeaf partitions together, so that one continuous PDF can be assembled from the
separate components. WebBooks allow you to choose certain workflow actions for partitions,
too, and also allow you to manage the order in which the documents appear in the assembled
output.
Like any other file, a WebBook can have common operations performed on it, such as moving,
renaming, and copying. And, since a WebBook is a file, it is also versioned. Each time you edit a
WebBook, a new version of it is created.
However, unlike other files, WebBooks can be zipped, transformed and published, and, they
have their own built-in editor.
WebBooks can contain MS Word, and MS Excel documents, and either PDF or PostScript
documents (depending on how MetaForms document assembly is configured by your
MetaForms administrator). They can also contain TopLeaf partitions (standard partitions, or
loose-leaf ones).
The same document can be added multiple times to a WebBook, and different WebBooks can
contain the same document or documents. So, for example, you can have one cover or separator
page introduced between other documents in the WebBook.

Create a WebBook
To create a WebBook:
♦ Browse to the location where you want to create the WebBook
♦ From the New... menu, choose WebBook
♦ You are redirected to the "Add WebBook" page.
♦ Enter the name for the new WebBook, then click "OK"
At any time, you can click on the up-arrow in the top-right corner of the "Add WebBook" page
to cancel the current activity, and return to the previous screen.

Edit a WebBook
To edit a WebBook:
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♦ Browse the repository to locate the WebBook you wish to edit.
♦ Click on the WebBook name, or, from the Choose... selection menu, choose Edit.
♦ You are redirected to the "Edit WebBook" page.

Add a Document to a WebBook
To add a document to a WebBook:
♦ Edit the WebBook (see above).
♦ Click the "Add" button to open the MetaForms selection browser.

♦ Browse the repository to locate the document you wish to add to the WebBook. You can
choose Word and/or Excel documents only if Word and/or Excel have been installed on
the TopLeaf server. You can choose PDF or PostScript files (one or the other, but not
both) depending on how MetaForms document assembly has been configured by your
MetaForms administrator. In any case, you can always choose TopLeaf partitions.
♦ Click the "Select" link, then click the x to close the selection browser window.
♦ Click the "Save" button, and confirm the save operation when asked to do so.

Delete a Document from a WebBook
To delete a document from a WebBook:
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♦ Edit the WebBook (see above).
♦ Locate the document you wish to delete.
♦ Click the "Delete" button, then click "Save".
♦ Confirm the save operation.
When you delete a document from a WebBook, only the reference to it contained in the
WebBook is deleted. The document is not deleted from its location in the repository.

Change a Document in a WebBook
To change a reference to a document in a WebBook:
♦ Edit the WebBook (see above).
♦ Locate the document you wish to change.
♦ Click the Change button associated with the document. This opens the MetaForms
selection browser.
♦ Browse the repository to locate the document you wish to put in place for the existing
document.
♦ Click the "Select" link in the selection browser window to select the document.
♦ Click the x in the top-right corner of the selection browser to close the window.
♦ Click "Save" to save your changes. Confirm the save operation when prompted to do so.

Change the Order of Documents in a WebBook
To change the order of documents in a WebBook:
♦ Edit the WebBook (see above).
♦ Use the up arrow to move the document up one position. Use the down arrow arr to
move the document down one position. The arrows cause the listed documents to swap
positions. That is, the up arrow causes the document to move up one slot, and the
document originally above it to move down one slot. Repeatedly click on the same arrow
causes the documents to swap positions back and forth.
♦ When you are satisfied with the order, click "Save" to save the changes.
♦ Confirm the save operation.
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Change Workflow Processing Options in a WebBook
TopLeaf partitions can be referenced in a WebBook. WebBooks provide some degree of
workflow control for TopLeaf partitions. These options are presented to the right of the "Delete"
and "Change" buttons for each document. The workflow processing options only apply to
TopLeaf partitions, and are ignored on other types of files (Word, Excel, PDF and PostScript).

To change the workflow processing options:
♦ Edit the WebBook (see above).
♦ Locate the TopLeaf partition whose options you wish to change.
♦ Select the Print Phase option. Print Phase is one of Current, Update, or Last Published.
Choosing "Current" results in whatever phase the partition happens to be in being printed.
Choosing "Update" results in the current update phase being printed. Choosing "Last
Published" prints the last published phase.
♦ Select the Print Pages option. Choosing "Update" prints only those pages modified in the
update. Choosing "All" prints all pages contained in the partition.
♦ Select the Compose option. With "Compose" enabled, the XML composition runs before
the print request is fulfilled. This option has no effect when printing the Published phase,
and is ignored. If you know that the partition is not in need of composing, then you can
un-check this option.
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♦ Click "Save" to save the changes. Confirm the save operation when prompted to do so.
NOTE: The print phase and pages options are set on the first entry in the WebBook, but apply to
all entries in the WebBook.

Change WebBook Output Destination
By default, WebBooks output the assembled document into the same location as the WebBook
itself. However, you can specify a different output location.
To change the default output destination for the WebBook:
♦ Edit the WebBook (see above).
♦ Click the Browse button near the bottom of the page to open the MetaForms selection
browser.

♦ Browse through the repository, and click on the "Select" link to choose a different folder
location for the output.
♦ Click the x in the top-right corner of the selection browser to close the window.
♦ Click "Save" to save the changes. Confirm the save operation when prompted to do so.
You can save a WebBook's print output to a location outside the repository, but you cannot
browse to that location in order to select it. The non-repository output locations are referenced as
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they would be on the MetaForms server. For example, if you typed in "c:\my folder" for the
output destination, the destination would be the "my folder" directory on the "C: disk on the
server, not your computer.
Network locations such as "\\company\documents\outputs" can also be specified, but the network
location must be reachable by the MetaForms server.
If you specify a non-repository output destination, you will not be able to use MetaForms to
verify that the output was actually created in the location you specified.

Change WebBook PDF Profile
By default, WebBooks use the system-defined TopLeaf PDF profile for producing PDFs of
TopLeaf partitions. PDF profiles are used for setting a variety of PDF options, such as font
embedding, security, and so on. Contact your TopLeaf administrator for a list of available
TopLeaf PDF profiles.
To change the PDF profile to be used with the WebBook:
♦ Edit the WebBook (see above).
♦ In the "TopLeaf PDF Profile" field, enter the name of the profile to use.
♦ To use the system-defined profile, leave the "TopLeaf PDF Profile" field blank.
♦ Click "Save" to save your changes.

Style Models
WebBooks can contain partitions from differently formatted publications within the repository.
The Use Style Model field can be used to instruct TopLeaf as to which partition's style should be
applied when building the PDF. Leave this field blank if all partitions in the WebBook use the
same format.
To select a style model for the WebBook:
♦ Edit the WebBook (see above).
♦ Click the Browse button beside the Use Style Model field.
♦ Browse MetaForms to locate a partition which uses the appropriate style. (You can select
the first partition in the current WebBook, or another partition.)
♦ Click "Save" to save your changes.
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View Partition Status Information in a WebBook
For every partition included in a WebBook, the partition status question mark ( ) is shown
beside the partition path.
To view partition status information:
♦ Edit the WebBook (see above).
♦ Click on the

symbol.

♦ A separate browser window opens, and displays status information for the partition. You
can navigate MetaForms in the new window without affecting your WebBook edit.

NOTE: If the partition path is no longer valid, the status symbol is not displayed. Use the
Change button to choose a different partition.

Create a Print Image of a WebBook
Creating a print image of a WebBook results in a PDF file which is a concatenation of all the
documents in the WebBook. The PDF creation process is a multi-step one. Each document in the
WebBook is run through its appropriate print process. When all documents have been processed,
a job file is created on the server and processed by the XMLComposer service.
To create a print image of a WebBook:
♦ Browse to the location in the MetaForms repository where the WebBook you wish to
print is located.
♦ From the WebBook's Choose... menu, select Print.
♦ You are redirected to the WebBook Print Request page.
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♦ If you wish to change the output destination from the location defined for the WebBook,
enter a repository path, file path, or network path in the "Choose output destination" field.
♦ Click OK to launch the print request.
♦ You are redirected to the WebBook Progress Report page.
♦ When the request completes, the progress report indicates a "Finished WebBook"
message, and an "OK" button. At this point, the request has been handed off to the
XMLComposer service for assembly.

♦ The completed PDF is given the same name as the WebBook. NOTE: It may take several
minutes for assembled output to appear in the output destination. The request will not
process if the XMLComposer service is not running, but will be processed once the
service is restarted.
During WebBook processing, errors may be encountered. In these cases, the errors are reported
on the progress page, and processing of the remaining documents continues.
If a WebBook contains an invalid document reference, it is disregarded, and processing
continues.
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If a WebBook contains an unsupported file type, it is disregarded, and processing continues.
The completion of the print request in MetaForms does not necessarily mean the assembly step
has completed. If there are several requests in the job processing queue, then there may be a
delay between the time your MetaForms WebBook print request completes, and the time the
final output appears in the destination.
WebBook print requests can be scheduled for processing at a specific time. Your MetaForms
system administrator should be contacted to set up a job schedule if you need to schedule a
WebBook.

Creating Master Tables of Contents and Indexes
WebBooks can be used as organizational aids for the generation of amalgamated tables of
contents or indexes for TopLeaf partitions listed within them. Each TopLeaf partition's TOC or
index information is extracted and added into a new XML file. After the TOC or index is built,
the file can be added into a new TopLeaf partition for publishing, or retrieved for editing.
To create a master Table of Contents or Index XML file:
♦ Locate the WebBook you wish to process.
♦ Edit the WebBook to set the options for partition processing. Changing the print
processing options allows you to alter the type of index or TOC you generate. You can
choose to generate a TOC for the entire partition, or just updated pages, by selecting the
appropriate "Print Pages" option. You can choose to generate a TOC or index of the
current phase, published phase, or update phase, by selecting the appropriate "Print
Phase" option.
♦ Click "Save" to save any changes to the WebBook.
♦ Click "OK" to return to the browse window.
♦ From the WebBook's "Choose..." menu, select TOC
♦ The "Make TOC/Index" screen is displayed. Choose the type of item you want to create
from the "Create Type" selection pull-down menu. You can choose to "Create a Master
Table of Contents" or "Create a Master Index".
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♦ Click "OK".
♦ The WebBook is processed, and progress messages are displayed similar to those when
printing a WebBook.
♦ The generated XML file is placed in the same location as the WebBook itself, and is
named the same as the WebBook, but with "_toc" or "_index" appended to its name.
The generated XML file can be processed through TopLeaf, just as any XML file can. The
partition's control files must be set up to process the XML elements found in the TOC or index.
You can also retrieve the XML file from MetaForms for editing on your PC.

Publishing a WebBook
To publish the TopLeaf partitions defined in a WebBook:
♦ From the Choose... menu for the WebBook, select Publish.
♦ Select "OK" to confirm.
♦ Each partition in the WebBook that is in the "INITIAL" or "UPDATE" phase is
processed. The partition is first published, then the next upate created. If the WebBook
processing options specify that the partition is to be composed, then the new update is
composed. If a partition is already in the publish phase, it is not processed in any way.
♦ Results of the WebBook publish are shown in a WebBook progress report when all
partitions in the WebBook have been processed.
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Transform a WebBook to HTML, EPUB or RTF
(Administrators only)
To transform a WebBook to HTML or RTF:
♦ From the Choose... menu for the WebBook, select Transform.
♦ On the Transform page, select the transformation type (HTML, EPUB or RTF).
♦ Select the transformation options. For RTF, you can elect to have images embedded with
the RTF. For HTML, you can elect to have navigation links added, and a top-level
navigation table of contents created. Depending on how your documents are structured
and styled, the navigation table of contents may not be created even with the table of
contents option is selected.
♦ Click "OK". The request is generated and passed to XMLComposer for processing.
Output appears in the preconfigured XMLComposer output folder.
Each partition listed in the WebBook is processed, and produces a separate output file named
according to the WebBook name, along with a suffix that represents its position in the WebBook.
Non-partition documents in the WebBook, such as PDFs, are not processed.
NOTE: If custom transform scripts have been defined, a Custom transform type is also available.
The behavior of the custom transform depends on the script defined for it. Refer to the
MetaForms Administrator's Guide for more information about custom transforms.
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7
Managing TopLeaf Documents
MetaForms provides access to a number of the most common and high-level features of
TopLeaf. It is not intended to replace the TopLeaf user interface, but is intended to give you a
high degree of control for aspects of XML composition and publishing in the more automated
environment of MetaForms and WebBooks.
This chapter provides instructions for operating TopLeaf through the MetaForms user interface.
If you are unfamiliar with TopLeaf operation, we recommend reading the TopLeaf guides
provided with TopLeaf, or study TopLeaf training tutorials available from Metaformix.
The basic TopLeaf document preparation workflow consists of the following steps:
♦ Editing (or creating) an XML document to be processed
♦ Submitting the document to the MetaForms/TopLeaf repository in a TopLeaf publication
♦ Running the composition engine to compose the pages of the TopLeaf partition
♦ Previewing the composed document to verify the result, and making adjustments as
required
♦ Creating PDF output
♦ (Optional) Finalizing (publishing) the document, and creating the next update

Create a New TopLeaf Partition
Before you create a partition, you should already have access to the XML file to be deposited
into the partition.
To create a new TopLeaf partition:
♦ Browse into the TopLeaf publication where you want to create the new partition.
♦ From the New... menu, choose Partition
♦ You are redirected to the "Add Partition" page.
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♦ Provide a name for the new partition.
♦ If this is the first partition in the publication, a "Looseleaf" box is displayed. Tick the
checkbox to set the partition as looseleaf. Leave it unchecked to create a standard
partition. Partition types cannot be mixed in a single publication. The type of partition
you create is determined by the type of partition already residing in the publication.
♦ If leaves are to be treated as single-sided, rather than double-sided, click the "Single
Sided" box.
♦ Select the appropriate page numbering style. (The default style is determined from the
setting on the first partition found in the publication. If this is the first partition being
added to a publication, the page numbering style is the TopLeaf default. Normally, you
do not change this setting, since publication styles have already been set up to respond
based on a specific setting. Looseleaf partitions may generate an error when the partition
is composed if the settings are incorrect.)
♦ Click the Add Partition button.
♦ The partition is created, and you are returned to the location where the partition was
created.
♦ The partition is shown with a lock. You must now add the XML file to the partition.
From the Choose... selection menu for the partition, select Submit.
♦ The Submit Partition Document page is displayed. Click the Browse button to open the
"Choose File" window.
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♦ Select the XML file to be associated with the TopLeaf partition, then click "Open".
NOTE: The document must conform to the structure and/or DTD defined for the
publication.
♦ On the "Submit Partition Document" page, click OK to upload the document to the
partition.
♦ The publication browse page is displayed, and indicates the new partition needs to be
composed.

NOTE: You can also submit an XML file stored in the repository to the partition by unlocking
the partition, then browsing to the XML file you want to send to the partition, and choosing the
"Submit to Partition" function.

Editing a TopLeaf Partition Document
NOTE: XML documents are often edited with XML-capable editing tools. If you do not have an
XML editing tool installed, you may need to adjust your Windows set-up to open XML files in
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another text editor, such as Wordpad, or Notepad. By default Internet Explorer attempts to
display XML files within the browser window.
To edit a TopLeaf partition document:
♦ Browse to the publication in the MetaForms repository where the partition is stored.
♦ From the partition's Choose... selection menu, choose Edit. NOTE: Your web browser's
security features may prevent you from retrieving the document. If the Edit request is
blocked, refresh the page, unlock the partition, and hold the Ctrl key while selecting
"Edit" from the menu.
♦ Save the XML file onto your computer.
♦ Edit the document as required.

Submitting a TopLeaf Partition Document
If you have checked out a partition for editing, you check the document in using the Submit
function. If you have not checked out a partition, you can use the Submit to Partition function to
send the XML file to the TopLeaf partition.
To submit a partition document back to the repository when editing has been finished:
♦ Browse to the publication in the MetaForms repository where the partition is stored.
♦ From the partition's Choose... selection menu, choose Submit
♦ The Submit Partition Document page is displayed. Click the Browse button to open the
"Choose File" window.

♦ Select the XML file to be associated with the TopLeaf partition, then click "Open".
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♦ On the "Submit Partition Document" page, click OK to upload the document to the
partition.
♦ The publication browse page is displayed, and indicates the new partition needs to be
composed.

Submitting an XML Document to a Partition
To submit an XML document to a partition when the partition has not been checked out for
editing:
♦ Browse to the publication in the MetaForms repository where the XML document is
stored.
♦ From the document's Choose... selection menu, choose Submit to Partition
♦ The Submit to Partition page is displayed. Click the Browse button to open the "Choose
Partition" window, or, if the document has previously been submitted to a partition,
choose it from the list of those shown.
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♦ Select the partition to which the document is to be sent, then click "Open".
♦ On the "Submit to Partition" page, click Submit to upload the document to the partition.
♦ The publication browse page is displayed, and indicates the new partition needs to be
composed.

NOTE: The partition is automatically composed after submitting the document to the partition.
You do not need to initiate the composition.

Compose a Partition Document
Composing a TopLeaf partition document is required whenever a change has been made to the
partition data. Some other types of changes may also necessitate recomposition. In order for a
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partition document to be released to its published phase in TopLeaf, it must compose with no
errors.
To compose a TopLeaf partition document
♦ Browse to the publication in the MetaForms repository where the partition is stored.
♦ From the partition's Choose... selection menu, choose Compose
♦ The document is composed. If errors are encountered, the quick status on the
publication's browse page will indicate this with a Composition Errors hyperlink. To
view the errors, simply click on the link.

Create a Print Image of a Partition Document
To create a print image (PDF) of a partition document:
♦ Browse to the publication in the MetaForms repository where the partition is stored.
♦ From the partition's Choose... selection menu, choose Print
♦ You are redirected to the TopLeaf Print Request page. Select the partition phase and
page options. The defaults provided are the most frequently requested options.
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♦ When ready, click OK
♦ You are redirected to the publication's browse page. The final PDF is also created in this
location. If the PDF was produced by processing a PostScript file (e.g., when Acrobat
Distiller is deployed), the PostScript file is removed. You may need to refresh the
publication's browse page several times before the PDF appears. If it does not appear
after a minute or two, contact your MetaForms administrator to make sure the
XMLComposer service is running on the MetaForms server.

Create a Partition Table of Contents or Index
To create an XML file containing a parition's Table of Contents or Index information:
♦ Browse to the publication in the MetaForms repository where the partition is stored.
♦ From the partition's Choose... selection menu, choose TOC
♦ You are redirected to the Make TOC/Index page. Select the partition phase and page
options, and the type (TOC or Index). The defaults provided are the most frequently
requested options.
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♦ When ready, click OK
♦ You are redirected to the publication's browse page. The request generates an XML file
in the publication. The XML file can be checked out for editing, or added into a TopLeaf
partition for composition.

Finalize a Partition Document (Publish)
By finalizing a partition document, you are instructing TopLeaf that no more modifications to
this version of the document are permitted in this update. This allows you to "lock down" the
editing cycle so that the documents can me controlled according to their life cycle release
requirements.
To finalize (publish) a partition document:
♦ Browse to the publication in the MetaForms repository where the partition is stored.
♦ From the partition's Choose... selection menu, choose Publish
♦ The publication's browse page is refreshed. The status information for the partition
document indicates a publish/release number. On first release cycles, the current update
may show an empty value ("").
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Create a New Update for a Partition Document
After a partition document has been published, editing cannot resume on it until a new update
has been created.
To create a new partition update:
♦ Browse to the publication in the MetaForms repository where the partition is stored.
♦ From the partition's Choose... selection menu, choose New Update
♦ The publication browse page refreshes, and the partition status information is updated to
reflect that the new update has been created.
After creating a new update, you can edit the partition document (see above). The partition
document must be composed before a new print image can be generated.

Cancel a Partition Document Update
By canceling a partition document update, you remove all edits since the document was last
published.
Since TopLeaf automatically removes old update and publish phases past a defined maximum
number (not the same as the MetaForms maximum version number), you may not be able to
cancel an update, if the preceding published phase has been removed from the system.
To cancel an update:
♦ Browse to the publication in the MetaForms repository where the partition is stored.
♦ The partition status information must indicate that the document is in the update phase. If
not, this operation will result in the current published phase being canceled.
♦ From the partition's Choose... selection menu, choose Cancel.
♦ The update is removed, and the status information reflects that the current phase is
"PUBLISH".

Cancel a Partition Document Publish Phase
By canceling a partition document publish phase, you return the document to its update state
immediately prior to the last time it was published.
Since TopLeaf automatically removes old update and publish phases past a defined maximum
number (not the same as the MetaForms maximum version number), you may not be able to
cancel a published phase, if the preceding update has been removed from the system.
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To cancel a partition document published phase:
♦ Browse to the publication in the MetaForms repository where the partition is stored.
♦ The partition status information must indicate that the document is in the publish phase.
If not, this operation will result in the current update being canceled.
♦ From the partition's Choose... selection menu, choose Cancel.
♦ The published phase is removed, and the status information reflects that the current phase
is "UPDATE".

Preview Composed Pages
Every page in a composed partition can be previewed through MetaForms.
NOTE: You must have Acrobat Reader installed to preview pages.
To preview pages in a partition:
♦ Browse to the publication in the MetaForms repository where the looseleaf partition is
stored.
♦ Click on the circled question mark (status information link) beside the partition's name.
♦ You are redirected to the detailed partition status information page.
♦ From the Choose... selection menu in the top-right region of the page, choose Pages.
♦ You are redirected to the Partition Page Status page.
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♦ Click on a page icon to view the page.
♦ To view pages pertaining to a specific phase, from the Preview Pages selection menu,
choose the page option you wish to preview. Available options are: All Pages, Updated
Pages, Last Published - Updated, and Last Published - All.
The "All Pages" option retrieves all pages in the partition's current phase. The "Updated Pages"
option retrieves only those pages that have been updated. The "Last Published" options retrieve
pages from the last published phase of the partition document.
To return partition status page at any time, click the circled question mark in the top-right region
of the Partition Page Status page.

Including Pages into a Looseleaf Update
Looseleaf partition documents manage changes at the page level. In some cases, it is necessary to
forcibly include a page into a looseleaf update, even though document editing has not resulted in
any changes on a page. For example, to recompose a sequence of pages so that they flow
together with less blank space, you may need to include the page before and/or after an edited
change. MetaForms lets you do this through the "Page Status" page for a looseleaf partition
document.
To include a page in a looseleaf update:
♦ Browse to the publication in the MetaForms repository where the partition is stored.
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♦ Click on the circled question mark (status information link) beside the partition's name.
♦ You are redirected to the detailed partition status information page.
♦ From the Choose... selection menu in the top-right region of the page, choose Pages.
♦ You are redirected to the Partition Page Status page.

♦ Pages already included in the update are shown as pages with a red check mark on them.
♦ To include a page in the update, tick the box beside the page number. In two-sided
looseleaf documents, you can only select odd-numbered pages. This includes both the
odd-numbered and next even-numbered page.
♦ Repeat for each page you wish to include in the update.
♦ At the bottom of the page, click the Update button.
If you click "Update" without selecting any tick-boxes, you receive a message stating that there
is nothing to update.
To return partition status page at any time, click the circled question mark in the top-right region
of the Partition Page Status page.
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Change a Partition's Page Numbering Style and/or Starting
Page
To change a partition's page numbering style:
♦ Browse to the publication in the MetaForms repository where the partition is stored.
♦ Click on the circled question mark (status information link) beside the partition's name.
♦ You are redirected to the detailed partition status information page.
♦ From the Choose... selection menu in the top-right region of the page, choose Page
Numbering Style.
♦ You are redirected to the Page Numbering Style page.
♦ Select the page numbering style for the partition from the Page Numbering Style
selection menu.

To set the starting page number for the partition:
♦ Enter the page number value in the First page number field.
Click OK to save your changes. The new settings will be applied the next time the partition is
composed.
NOTE: If the partition has been composed, the total number of pages in the partition is displayed
in the lower left corner.

Edit Partition Indicators
Partition indicators are often used as flags to TopLeaf to control the behavior of composition of a
partition document. These are application-specific "keys" that do not have any pre-determined
meaning in TopLeaf.
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Partition indicators can also be used to internally store notations or other significant information.
MetaForms allows partition indicators to be edited through an indicator editor web page.
To edit partition indicators:
♦ Browse to the publication in the MetaForms repository where the partition is stored.
♦ Click on the circled question mark (status information link) beside the partition's name.
♦ You are redirected to the detailed partition status information page.
♦ From the Choose... selection menu in the top-right region of the page, choose Indicators.
♦ You are redirected to the Edit Partition Indicators page.

Add a Partition Indicator
To add a new partition indicator:
♦ Edit the partition indicators (see above).
♦ Assign an indicator in the "Indicator" column. Indicators are a single alphanumeric digit
from 0 through 9, and A through Z.
♦ Enter text in the "Value" column. By default, the slot value assigned is "1".
♦ Click the Add button.
♦ The indicator is created, and the page is refreshed to show the newly created indicator in
the list.
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The same indicator (e.g., "A") can be used multiple times. Each instance must have a unique slot
value. Up to 32,000 slots are available for each indicator.

Modify a Partition Indicator
To modify a partition indicator:
♦ Edit the partition indicators (see above).
♦ Enter the new text in the "Value" column for the indicator you wish to modify.
♦ Repeat for each indicator you wish to modify.
♦ Click the Update button at the bottom of the screen.
♦ The indicator value is modified, and the page is refreshed to show the new value.

Delete a Partition Indicator
To delete a partition indicator:
♦ Edit the partition indicators (see above).
♦ Click on the "Delete" radio button beside the indicator you wish to delete.
♦ Repeat for each indicator you wish to delete.
♦ Click the Update button at the bottom of the screen.
♦ The selected indicators are deleted, and the page is refreshed.
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Move, Copy or Rename a Partition
A partition can be moved, copied or renamed just as any other folder in a MetaForms repository
can be. Refer to Managing Documents (above) for instructions on moving, copying and
renaming folders.

Transform a Partition to HTML, EPUB or RTF
(Administrators only)
To transform a partition to HTML or RTF:
♦ From the Choose... menu for the partition, select Transform.
♦ On the Transform page, select the transformation type (HTML, EPUB or RTF).
♦ Select the transformation options. For RTF, you can elect to have images embedded with
the RTF. For HTML, you can elect to have navigation links added, and a top-level
navigation table of contents created. Depending on how your documents are structured
and styled, the navigation table of contents may not be created even with the table of
contents option is selected.
♦ Click "OK". The request is generated and passed to XMLComposer for processing.
Output appears in the preconfigured XMLComposer output folder.
NOTE: If custom transform scripts have been defined, a Custom transform type is also available.
The behavior of the custom transform depends on the script defined for it. Refer to the
MetaForms Administrator's Guide for more information about custom transforms.

Zip a Partition
A partition can be zipped, just as any other folder in a MetaForms repository can be. Refer to
Managing Documents (above) for instructions on zipping a folder.
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8
Editing Publication Styles (Administrators
Only)
Overview
MetaForms lets you access and edit a publication's page layout and style mappings through
TopLeaf's Java based style editors. When a publication's styles are available for editing, the "Edit
Layout" and "Edit Styles" options appear in the function selector for the publication.

In order for these options to appear, the publication's styles must have been created using
TopLeaf 7.5 or higher. For styles created using versions of TopLeaf below 8.0, the styles must be
upgraded through the TopLeaf workstation. As well, the following conditions must be met:
♦ A Java runtime must be installed on your computer. The runtime must be version 1.6 or
higher.
♦ The Turn-Key site must be added as a trusted site through the Java security settings, usng
the Configure Java tool. Add "https://turnkey.com.au" as a trusted site on the Security
tab.
♦ Permissions to run the Java web start files (.jnlp files) must be granted each time one is
launched. Whenever prompted, you must acknowledge and click "accept the risk"
instructions.
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Launching a Style Editor
To launch either the TopLeaf page layout editor or the TopLeaf style mappings editor:
♦ Locate the publication which you want to edit.
♦ From the Function menu, choose "Edit Layout" to launch the page layout editor, or "Edit
Styles" to launch the style mappings editor.
♦ If prompted by your web browser to keep or discard the file, choose "Keep".
♦ If prompted to open the file, or the folder where the file is located, choose to open the
file.
♦ If prompted by the web server, enter your server login credentials.
♦ If prompted by your web browser to acknowledge the Java security risk, do so.
♦ The selected editor opens. You can make style changes using the editors as you would if
you were editing the styles using the TopLeaf workstation.
For information about the style editors, modifying existing styles, and developing new styles,
check TopLeaf's docmentation, which is accessible from TopLeaf workstation software, and also
on-line at http://turnkey.com.au/tldoc/index.html.
The style editors are intended as a means to maintain existing publication stylesheets. It is not
recommended for developing styles for a new publication. For new publications, use TopLeaf
workstation software.
The file delivered by MetaForms is a Java web start (JNLP) file. It contains all the information
required to run the style edtiors. The file is delivered with the publication's name as a prefix. You
can store these files anywhere you like on your computer to easily re-launch the style editors any
time.
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9
Search
The MetaForms search features give you a means to locate items withn the repository. You can
search for items by name, item type, and content.
Search is only available if your administrator has set up indexing on the MetaForms server.

Searching for Items
To begin a search:
♦ Click on the MetaForms logo in the top-left corner of a browse window. The MetaForms
Toolbar is shown.
♦ Click on the "Search" tool icon

. The "Search" dialog opens.

♦ Enter a search string (a word or phrase you are looking for).
♦ Select the type of search in the search field - search in any field, the item name, its path
(location), its owner, or just its content.
♦ Select the type of document you want to search in - PDF, XML, Documents (e.g., Word
and Excel files), or text files.
♦ Select the type of container you want to search for - regular folders, partitions, or
publications.
♦ Select the number of result hits per page - "All" returns all hits. If you choose 25, 50 or
100, the selected number of hits is displayed, with "next page" ( ) and "previous page"
( ) links to additional items.
♦ Click "Search" to start the search, or click "Cancel" to close the search dialgo.
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The search dialog assembles an appropriate search query based on the selections you make. If
you are not able to locate the item you are interested in, widen the search criteria, and try
searching without matching case.
The search language used is based on Lucene's search query language. To learn more about the
language, click the "Search language primer" link shown in the search dialog, just above the
"Search" button.

Advanced Search
If you are familar with the search language, you can enter queries directly in the "Advanced"
field. Any options you select in the search dialog are ignored if there is text entered in the
"Advanced" field, except for the "Results per page" selection.
The fiield names you can search on using the advanced search are:
♦ contents: - This field queries the full-text-indexed file content, when available. Some
files, such as zip files or executable programs, are excluded from content indexing.
♦ type: - This field queries the file type field in the index. This matches the file name
extension, such as "pdf", "doc", "docx", "txt", and so on. If you want to search for JPEG
images, for example, you would need to use the advanced search field because the search
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dialog does not give you the option to search for images. As well, the type field is used to
search for folders, partitions and publications.
♦ name: - This field queries the name of the file or folder you are searching for.
♦ path: - This field queries a file or folder name within a path within the repository. This is
a fairly broad search, and when using a path search, you may not need to search for name
or type, but you may also get more results back.
♦ owner: - This field queries the owner of the file.
With the exception of the contents field, all of these fields are case-sensitive. To do caseinsensitive searches, you use these fields:
♦ namelc: - The same as the name field, but the name has been converted to lower-case in
the index.
♦ pathlc: - The same as the path field, but converted to lower-case, as wtih the name field.
♦ ownerlc: - As above, but for the owner field.
♦ typelc: - As above, but for the type field.
To make a field a required part of the search, preceed the field name with "+" or "#". To expand
the search to match a portion of the search string, use the "*" wildcard within the search string,
or at the end of the search string.
Wildcards are not permitted at the start of the search string.

Search Results
Results of a search are shown in a page similar to the regular MetaForms browse page.
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Click on the link in the "Location" column to navigate to the location in the repository where the
item is located.
The search query that produced the results is shown at the top of the window. You can copy this,
and paste it directly into the "Advanced" field of the search dialog, and modify it as needed.
From the search results page, you can also click on the MetaForms logo to show the MetaForms
toolbar, and access the search dialog again, to run another search without needing to return to a
browse page first.

Deleted Items
Items that have been deleted or renamed in MetaForms may still appear in a search result, until
the index is updated. If an item is deleted or renamed, its name and linked location appear in red,
and the word "(deleted)" is appended to its name.
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